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ABSTRACT. The record of annual precip itation as obtained from strat igraphic stud ies on snow profiles 
in the interior of northern Greenland mad e in 1954 by SIPR E personnel shows a decreasing precipitation 
trend since 1920 with the la rgest decrease occurr ing since 1932. A residual mass curve a nalysis of the d a ta 
ind icates that, in sp ite of la rge fluctuat ions in the accumula ted p rec ipitation, the d ecr easing trend may be 
consid ered valid over a period of several years. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. D as d urch stratigraphische Studien an Schneeprofi len im Innern von Nord-Griinland 
erha ltene Protokoll des J ahresniederschlages, d as 1954 vom SI PR E Personal aufgestellt wurde, zeigt seit 
1920 einen si ch verringernden Niederschlagsverlauf, wobei d ie griisste Abnahme seit dem J ahre 1932 zu 
verzeichnen ist. Eine R esidua l-Massenkurve Analyse der Daten weist d a rauf hin, dass trotz grosser Schwank
ungen im angewachsenen N iederschlag, liber eine Zeitspanne von mehreren J ahren ein abnehmender 
Verla uf als richtig angenommen werden kann. 

I NTR ODUCT ION 

T here is considerable evidence of a warming trend in the Arctic since the turn of the 
century and especially since 1920. 1 According to Ahlma n n,z the thickness of the ice formed 
annually in the North Pola r Sea has diminished from an average of 365 cm. a t the time of 
Nansen's F ram expedition of 1893-96 to 2 18 cm. during the drift of the Russian ice-breaker 
Sedov in 1937-40. The ex tent of drift ice in Arctic waters h as a lso diminished considerably in 
the last few decades. I nformation available from the U .S.S .R. in 1945 2 showed tha t the area 
of drift ice in the R ussian sector of the Arc tic was reduced by no less tha n 1,000,000 km.2 

between 1924 and 1944. The shipping season in Vestspitsbergen lengthened from 3 months 
at the beginning of the century to about 7 months a t the beginning of the 1940's. The mean 
annual temperature in Spitsbergen has increased by a bou t 8° C. in the past 25 years and the 
mean annual temperature at Upernavik, G reenland (la t. 72° N.) has increased by 3° C. in the 
same period. No long-term temperature records are availa ble for sta tions on the Greenla nd 
Ice Sheet but, since a wa rming trend has been observed a t sta tions along the coasts of northern 
Greenland,' it is possible tha t air temperatures at simila r la titudes on the ice sheet have also 
risen during the past 25 years. 

Since there has been no m easurable change in incident solar radiatio n during the past 
30 years, the increase in a ir tempera tures m ay be a ttributed to an increase in the transfer of 
heat from lower to high er la titudes, proba bly due to variations in atmospheric circulation. 
Winds blowing from low er to higher la titudes bring not only heat but also m oisture. Therefore 
one might expect that an increase in air temperature would be accompanied by an increase in 
precipita tion, particularly on the Greenland I ce Sheet where there would be effective cooling 
by lifting and by advection over the cold snow surface. An increase in annual precipitation in 
this area might result in increased snowfall in the winter season or increased rainfall in the 
summer with less snow during the shorter winter season. 

The inaccuracies associated with measurements of the water equivalent of snowfall cast 
doubt upon any apparent trends in precipitation derived from records of stations in Arctic 
areas where measurements are made by the usual m ethods. Measurem ents of the water 
equivalent of snowfall by means of a rain gage or by converting snow d epth to inches of 
equivalent ra infall, using a conversion factor, have been shown to be greatly in error. In a 
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st~dy of precipitation at Point Barrow, Alaska, Black 3 found that actual snowfall was two to 
four times that measured with a precipitation gage. In areas where snow is the predominant 
form of precipitation, it is customary to compute equivalent rainfall on the assumption that 
IQ in. of snow correspond to I in. of rain. * Wilson 4 has shown that during the winter at 
Burlington, Vermont, the density of new-fallen snow varied from 0'02 to 0 '1 7 gm. j cm.3 

and the seasonal average of 295 storms was o· 08. In the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, 
Rae 5 found that 4 to 5 in. of new snow were required to produce an equivalent inch of rain. 

PRECIPITATION TRENDS FROM STRATIGRAPHIC STUDIES 

It has been found that the difference in density between summer and winter snow permits 
estimation of the annual accumulation of snow from profile studies made at high elevations 
on the Greenland Ice Sheet where little or no melting occurs. 

It may be assumed that the annual accumulation on the flat surface characteristic of the 
interior Greenland Ice Sheet has not been influenced by drifting. Over a year's time, the 
transport of snow into a given area is probably equal to the transport of snow out of the 
same area. 

Snow-profile studies were made at the SIPRE test area at Site 2, 200 miles (320 km.) east 
of Thule, at an elevation of about 6800 ft. (2072 m.). The annual precipitation (equivalent 
to annual accumulation) at this site was computed from stratigraphic studies on samples 
from deep pits and drill cores. 

For the purpose of this report, I October was selected as the start of the precipitation year. 
The lower-density summer snow which aids in the stratigraphic identification of the annual 
layers in the snow profile is presumed to have been deposited before that date. All other 
annual precipitation records used in this report have been adjusted to conform to a pre
cipitation year of I October to 30 September. 

The record of annual precipitation at the ice cap site (Fig. I, p. 179) indicates an apparent 
gradual decrease in precipitation between 1920 and 1954. A partial check on this pattern is 
provided by the record of measured precipitation at Upernavik, near lat. 720 N. on the west 
coast of Greenland (Fig. 2, p. 179), which indicates a downward trend in annual precipitation 
beginning about 1921. The annual precipitation in central Greenland between 191 I and 1931 
has also been computed by Sorge 6 from snow profile studies at the Eismitte station. This 
record (Fig. 3, p . 179) indicates that annual precipitation at this mid-ice sheet station decreased 
between 1920 and 193 I . 

The changes in annual precipitation which have occurred on the ice sheet over the last 
several decades is shown by a plot of the 5-yr. moving means for both Site 2 and Eismitte 
(Fig. 4, p. 179). During the period 1922 to 1927 when there was a concurrent record for both 
stations, the 5-yr. moving means show a trend toward increasing precipitation at both 
locations. There appears, however, to have been a downward trend in precipitation at Site 2 
after 193 I. 

To determine whether the apparent decreasing trend in precipitation applies to the entire 
period from 1931 to 1952 or whether this apparent trend was the product of the marked 
precipitation deficiency which occurred during the few years centered around 1936, a residual 
mass curve for profile data from Site 2 was prepared (Fig. 5, p. 179). The residual mass curve 
is a technique used to test the homogeneity of a record. It is essentially the progressive accumu
lation of departures from the arithmetic mean of a series of numbers taken in chronological 
order. In this process, the arithmetic average is subtracted from each number in the series 
and the residual values added progressively. The subtotals so obtained are plotted against 
time. A definite and progressive alteration in recorded phenomena is indicated by a change 

* One inch =2' 54 cm. 
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Fig. l. Annual accumula
tion of precipitation at 
Site 2, Greenland. 
Precipitation year, for 
all figures is I October 
to 30 September 

Fig . 2 . Annual prectplla-
tion at U/Jernavik, 
Greenland 

Fig. 3. Annual precipita-
tion at Eismitte, 
Greenland 

Fig. 4. FilJe-year moving 
means fo r accumulated 
annllal p recipitation at 
Site 2 and Eismitte. 
Points are jJlotted on 
middle y ear of each 
5:year period 

Fig. .5. R esidual mass 
curve for annual accu
mulated /Jrecipitation 
at Site 2, Greenland 
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in slope of the portions of the curve covering the period of alteration. For long-term precipita
tion records, a change in slope of the curve may be caused by a climatic change or by a change 
in the conditions of observations. Relocation of a precipitation gage or the installation of a new 
gage of different type might influence the pattern of a residual mass curve. The stratigraphic
ally determined precipitation record for the ice sheet would not be subj ect to any artificial 
influence such as a change in gages or recording methods. Hence, the residual mass curve 
should provide a valid indication of the duration and extent of the precipitation trend over 
the years of record. 

The residual mass curve for the Site 2 data indicates that the largest decrease in pre
cipitation occurred after 1932. Prior to that time, annual precipitation was above the mean 
for the 1920-54 period. After 1932, the annual precipitation was below the 35-yr. m ean as 
shown by the falling limb of the residual mass curve after the 1932 peak. This curve in dicates 
that the apparent increase in temperatures in northern Greenland during the past 25 years 
has been accompanied by a decrease in precipitation on the ice sheet. The recent glacier 
retreat generally has been attributed to higher summer temperatures and an increase in the 
length of the ablation season. However, it appears that the decrease in precipitation on the 
Greenland Ice Sheet may contribute also to the retreat of some of the Greenland glaciers. 
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